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CHAPTER I 
STAIDJ~NT OF THE PROBr.::M .AJ.~D JUSTIFICATION 
In the area of speech therapy for the cerebral palsied, the 
worker has need for great variety of materials . Included in this list 
are those required for control of lips, tongue, voice, nasality, 
breath, respiration, relaxation. Yet the practicing therapist finds no 
one central file of information concerning sources of such equipment 
or infomation regarding the construction of such materials. With 
this thinking in mind, this vr.riter set out to undertaldng the above. 
P~yose.-- The purpose of this paper is to present an index of 
appliances which will be useful for speech therapy with cerebral palsied 
children since it is a guide for materials gathered from all available 
sources and will make information regarding purpose, source, and 
description readily available to the therapist. 
Justification.--A survey of all available literature from the 
past seventeen years only served to illuminate the dirth of any 
suitable reference material. The articles are scattered and the 
majority of i..TJ.:formation has been contributed by the same few authors. 
Scope.-- The information presented ·will be classified according 
to purpose, and each item h~s a complete verbal description and detailed 
diagram as well as source of urchase or detailed instructions on hmv 
the item can be constructed. 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
Materials which would be beneficial in the areas of (1) Voice, 
breath, nasality control, (2) lip and tongue control, (3) Relaxation 
aids, (4) General speech aids, were sought and the results are presented 
in the four categories .• 
So~·ces of Information.-- The Cumulative Book Index was the first 
reference source. Although the information it yielded vvas quite sparse, 
it furnished references to articles, which although not used specific-
ally in this paper, provided valuable background information for this 
author. Letters were sent to the United Cerebral Palsy Association, 
369 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. and the National Society for 
Crippled Children and Adults, Inc., 11 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 3, 
Illinois, requesting infonnation. These two organizations were most 
helpful, and the bulk of material contained in this paper can be 
attributed to them. They also suggested other possible sources, such 
as the International Council for E:{ceptional Children, Bay State Society 
for Crippled and Handicapped, Inc., 30 Highland Street, "iiorcester, 
Massachusetts, and the National Association for Retarded Children, Inc., 
99 University Place, New York 3, Nevr Yorlc. 
A visit to a prominent Boston hospital for handicapped children, 
the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr., Memorial Hospital, 30 Warren Street, Brighton, 
Massachusetts provided further backgronnd material, and lvas most 
beneficial in that it provided the opportunity to see many of the 
implements in use and gave this Viriter a criterion for evaluation 
of these utensils. 
A request for information regarding specific nillterials uhich 
chould be used in speech therapy ~~th cerebral palsied children was 
sent to the following firms, in addition to the four sotU'ces listed 
above, and their contributions vdll be described in the follmdng 
chapter. 
Ad justics, Inc., 152 Thompson Street, New Yor k 12, Hew York 
Binney and Smith, Inc., 380 Madison Avenue, lJmT York 17, New York 
Di.l<'iore Company, Chicago, Illinois 
Enterprize Surgical App liances, 175 17est 72nd Street, Hew York 33, Nevr York 
Fascole Corporation, 40 East 40th Street, NeYf York 16, New York 
Flex-Straw Corporation, 4300 Euclid Avenue, Clevelru1d 3, Ohio 
Givens and Company, 123 Lullaby Lane, Dmmers Grove, Illinois 
Hamilton's, 151 North Emporia Street, Wichita, Kansas 
R. T. Haag, 7538 South Ridgeland Avenue, Chicago 49, Illinois 
Kuhnen Therapeutic Equipment, P. o. Box 86, t~orrj_stown, New Jersey 
New York University - Bellevue Medical Center, Institute of Physical 
Medi cine a..11d Rehabilitation, 400 East 3hth Street, Hen York 16, New York 
J. A. Preston Corporation, 175 Fifth Avenue, Nevv York 10, New York 
Rehabilitation Products, 2020 Ridge Avenue, Evru1ston, Illinois 
Sta-Level Spoon, Price Industries, 309 South liain St., Akron, Ohio 
1/ 
V aro-Het, Inc., 432.8 ltil naukee Avenue, Chicago, Illinois .. -
1/ Adapted list from United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc., cotU'tesy 
of Dr • Albert T. Hurphy , Boston University, Boston, Mass • 
CHAPTER 111 
PFIESENTATION OF MATERIAlS 
Since the materials are so closely interela.ted the categories are 
only general and materials could often fit into more than one division . 
A. VOICE , BHEATH , Al'fD NASALITY CONTROL: 
1. Inclined Plane 
2. Feather Box 
3. Feather on Mirror 
h. Bl m1 Bottles 
~ Breathing Tube ? • 
/ 
o . Bubble Jars 
7. Flex-straw 
8. Jackie The Sailor 
9. Abdominal Corset 
10. Bubbles 
B. LIP AND TONGUE CONTROL: 
1. Modii'ied Nurs:Lng Bottle 
2. Tongue-Tip Straw 
3. Bottle Straw 
4. Nursing Stran 
5. Tongue Spoons 
6. Finger Cot 
7. TYieezers 
B. Speech Instruments 
9. Sponge and Corks 
10. Clo~~ Pictures 
11. Toys 
C • P..ELAXATION AIDS: 
6 
1. Rela..'ffition Chair with Adjustable Footrest 
2. Relaxation Chair-Tray Combination 
3. Bean Bag 
4. Sandbags - Divided - Toys 
D. GEI'ffi"1A.L SPEECH AIDS: 
1. Speech - Aide 
2. Picture Bac 
3. Speechmaster 
4. Mirrors 
5. Table and Mirror 
6. Treatment Table 
VOICE, BHEA'l'H, NASALITY CONTROL 
8 
BREATH CONTROL: I NCLINED PLANE . 
The inclined plane may be used in speech therapy for; (1) Developing 
the control of a steady, sustained flon of air, and ( 2) encoura.ging the 
direction of air through the mouth. 
The plane is made from a box, one end of which is supported by 
adjustable legs so that t he tilt of the box can be regulated. A ping 
pong ball, placed on the starting l edge, in blm·n1 up the inclined 
plane by the patient. -i?hen the ball reaches the t op , i t drop s into the 
box and rolls back clmm again. 
Many variations are possible. 'Ehe patient may gain strength in 
exhalation by rapidly blordng the ball up a steep plane, or may gain 
control &1d steadiness by slowly blowing it up a gradual slope . 
Maintaining the ball in one spot part of the way up encourages steadiness 
1/ 
and prolongation e.t the same time.-
Bill of Materials 
Part No. Name of Part No. Reg,uired MaterialS Remarks 
1 Base 1 Plyvmod l/411 xl0"x23 1/2" 
2 Front 1 Pl pvood l/411x2 l/2"xl0" 
3 Back 1 Pl yrmod l/411x 3 1/Q"xlOn 
4 Si des 2 Wood 3/411 x2 l/4 11 x23 1/211 
.-' Tray Base 1 Plywood 1/4" xlO II Jcl9 11 ~ 
6 Tray Si des 2 Wood 3/811 x3/8 11rl8 5/8 11 
7 Tray Front 1 Wood 3/8 11x3/8 11xl0 11 
8 Legs 2 Wood l 11xl11xl.l l/411 
9 Bolt & ',';ing Nut 2 Steel l/4 11x 2 1/211 long bolt 
YJasher 1/411 nut and washer 
g A liianuai of Cerebral Pal sy Equipment , "The National Society for 
rippled Children and Adults, Inc., Chicago, 1950, P .. 14. 
-~-
10 
NASALITY CONTROL ;.;. FEATHER BOX 
The feather box represents an interesting device for training a 
patient to emit an oral stream of air ·without nasal escapage. The box 
is placed up to the child's mouth and a feather is mottnted on each 
platform. The movement of the feathers indicates the child's control 
of the oral breath stream. Using this device before a mirror reduces 
the fatigue from trying to ·watch the real feathers on the box. Many 
cerebral palsied children would not be able to focus on the feathers y 
in that position. 
Part No. Name of Part 
1 Top & Bottom 
2 Sides 
3 Peg Handle 
L~ Feathers 
5 String 
];/ Ibid., P• 72 
Bill of :Materials 
No. Required :Materials 
2 1/411 p l;ywood 
2 1/411 plyrrood 
1 1/211 dovrel 
2 
Remarks · 
1 l/211x3 l/2n 
l"xl 1/211 
511 long 
small and fluffy 
20 11 long 
-11-
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BREATH CONTROL - FE.'\.'l'HERS ON MIRROR 
Many of the suggestions in the literature for breathing training 
are much too difficult for a severe cerebral palsied child to ca_~ 
out, especially for the very young child at first. Insisting on them 
vrlll bring only repeated failure. Athetoid and reverse breathing, 
both of which are irregular, not rhythmic as the normal type of breathing, 
are very difficult for the speech therapist to retain. Patience and 
repeated efforts are required. y 
Juliette L'Lcintosh Gratke found the use of a small mirror useful 
with young children. On this she placed small bits of tissue paper or 
a fe :w very small dmm feathers. By holding this under the child's 
chin, the therapist standing in back, the child may see the therapist 
purse her lips in an attempt to blow·, and vdll try to do the same -vdth 
hiw lips. The severely handicapped child may have to try for weeks or 
months before he actually succeeds in blov.'ing t he bits of paper or 
feathers very well. Credit should be given for an attempt to purse the 
lips and later for even the slightest movement of a feather. All the 
time the therapist must give the child encouragement to keep trying 
and finally a long steady stream of air may come Tffiich 1rlll blow all 
the bits of feathers off the mirror. 
Children whose mouths seem to hang open may be encouraged to close 
them by using the mirror and showing them how· much their appearance is 
]:_/ Juliette iJcintosh Gratke, Help Them Help Themselves, Dallas,Texas 
Society for Crippled Children, 1947, P• 96. 
13 
i mproved by the closed mouth. Then as part of the t herapy, a record 
can be made of hon long they keep their mouths closed vr.i.th the lip s 
relaxed gently together .. 
- lh-
15 
BHEATH COI'li'ROL: CLOWN BOAP..D 
The clovm board is another device providing interesting visual clues 
for sustained exhalation through the mouth. Balloons, vrhistles, feather 
mustaches, bubble pipes, confetti, and numerous other things may be 
placed in the clovvn's mouth- even a cigar. 
The rubber tubing enables the child to succeed in blo"\~j_ng even though 
he cannot control extraneous movements which may affect his aiming his 
breath stream in many bloTd.ng exorcises. The tubing a~so effects a remoia 1 
of the results of the bloi'-j_ng to a position from which it can be 
1/ 
observed easily and completely.-
Bill of M:aterials 
Part No. Name of Part No. Required },faterial Remarks · 
1 Face Board 1 Plywood 3/8n /12"/1611 
2 Support Bat rd l Pl:y<vood 3/8 11 I 1on I 13n 
3 Hinges 2 :Steel 1'1/1'1 
4 Ta:_pe 2 Canvas Cloth l/211 I 711 
5 Tubing 1 Rubber 3611 lonP' 
6 Mouthpiece 2 i~-ood 2 3/8 11 long 
7 Balloon 1 Rubber 
~/ A Manual of Cerebral Palsy Equipment, op. cit., p.l6. 
!.="~ 
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J 
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BLG(JING: BOTTLES 
Bottles, filled with colored water and used in training for 
breathing patterns, should be equipped w"ith glass tubes and glass bridges 
sized to insure the use of increased effort in raising the liquid from 
one bottle t o the other. The flexible rubber tubing makes a satisfactory 
medium for carr~?ing the blmm air. 
Reraovable uouth pieces of vrood or ~etal simplify the problem of 
1/ 
sterilization.-
1/ Bernice R. Rutherford, Give TheE a Chance to Talk, Minneapolis, 
lj'urges s Publishing Company, 1:948 , p. I~9. 
-18-
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BREATH CONTROL: BREATI:UNG TUBE 
Many of the blovJing devices used by the speech therapist require 
that a child not only exhale through his mouth but that he carefully 
a:L'!Jl the air stream in order to bloTI the coP..fetti or candles (or whatever 
else is used). This complete control is vc~r difficult for many children. 
In the beginning, the child can concentrate on the bloTcing alone 
·while using the bloTd.ng tube. The therapist may direct the air stream 
and the rubber tube can adjust to the effect of extraneous movement. 
The tube may serve another pUI'}.; ose. ·;ihen the child's initial efforts are 
weak, it is necessa.r;: to place the things to be blovm so close to the 
child t s face that he cannot see the result of his efforts • The visual 
problems of many cerebral palsied children interfere with this near 
vision. The blor-Jing tube simpJ..ifies the exercises by enabling the 
placement of the visual .:d .. ds at a point Y·there observation is more complete 
1/ 
and easier.-
Bill of ];iaterials 
Part No-~ Name of Part No. Required Materials Remarks 
1 Mouthpiece 1 Wood 1/411 diameter 
2 Tubing 1 Rubber 
211 long 
1/411 diameter 
2' long 
3 Eye Dropper 1 Glass 
y Manual of Cerebral Palsy Equipment] op. cit. p. 15 
-20-
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NASALITY CONTROL: . BUBBLE JARS 
~{cessive nasality is sometimes a problem in the speech of a cerebral 
palsied child and exercises for the use of the palate may be needed. 
The tvro bubble jars, one to be connected vlith the nose and one TJi.th the 
mouth, are labeled by pictures, so that the patient has a quick, visible 
check on whether the air is coming through his nose or mouth . The nasal 
jar may be used separately as an indicator of unwanted nasal escapage 
or the jars may be used simultaneously for selective, alternate nasal and 
al 
__ , 1 . . y 
or e:;u1a at~on exerc~ses. 
Bill of Materials 
Part No. Name of Part I'fo. Required Materials Remarks 
1 Flask 2 Glass -·• 
2 Stoppers 2 Rubber Dia"TT.eter to fit 
neck of bottle 
3 Air Escape Tubes 2 Plastic 511 long 
4 Straws 2 Plastic 9" long 
5 Rubber Tubing 2 Rubber 24 11 long: Diameter 
6 to fit straws. 
6 Mouth Piece 1 Wood 
7 Nasal Olive 1 
}) Ibid. P• 71 
41---~ 
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FLEX- STRAW 
I deal for any straw activity , 11Flex-8traw11 provides eas~r adjustment 
of any angle. They are fully bendable, sanitary, disposable, safe, 
temperature resistant, (Micro-Cr:rstalline Y:ax prevents disintegration 
in hot liquids), insures against danger of breakage, lessens possibility 
of spread of communicable diseases. 
Previous l y availabl e only to hospit als, 11Flex-stravr11 can nov-;- be 
pUJ.·chased at ustop and Shop 11 markets, as ·well as directly from the 
1/ 
distributor.-
VIHOLESALE LIST ~RICES 
Regular (unwrapped) 
1000 ----- ~?5.oo perM . 
5000 ----- ~?h . 7 5 per M. 
10,000 (1 case) ~~4.50 per M. 
4 cases or over ~~3.95 per M. 
All packaging - 500 to box. 
20 boxes t o case of 10,000. 
Consumer box of 40-----..:'}.25 each 
Individually Wrapped 
1000 --- ~';6.C)0 per ll . 
5000----- fp) .?O perM. 
10,000---- $ 5.40 per M. 
4 cases or ~ver ~.~4 . 75 per 11:. 
I_f Flex-straw Company , 2040 Brm dway, Santa Monica, Calif ornia 
- 24-
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VOICE CONTROL: JACKIE THE SAILOR 
An attractive .face is cb.1 aim on the side of a round paper carton, 
vdt.h a hole in the mouth through Hhich a string can be pulled in or out 
easily. The strine passed through the opening should have a large 
button or bead at each end so it caill1ot be drmm entirely through the 
hole, and. so the child c an grasp the string and pull on it. 
The purpose of the string pulling is t o encourage the child t o 
produce prolonged even t ones. The therapi st pulls the string as long 
_l/ 
as the chil d continues a sound or a vowel, as 11 ah - ah. " 
Bill of Materi als 
Part i'fo. Name of Part No . Require<:! Materials Remarks 
1 Head 1 Paper carton 
and lid 
2 Dowels 2 Wood 1 11 dia1·neter 
-~ 
h 
211 l ong 
String 1 piece Heavy cord 1211 long 
Decorations Colored paper 
and ribbon 
Vl'lanual of Cerebral Palsy Equipment, op . cit. p. 123 
LJC SECOI'o£S 
CAP 
SIDE" VIEW 
-26-
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BRR!\.THING: ABDOMINAL COHSET 
The child who has "l'reak chest and neck muscles usually continues 
with an infantile breathing pattern characterized by excessive diaphrag. 
matic activity and little thoracic breathing . This is sometimes 
referred to as 11 reversed breathing. 11 
Early co-operation from the physical therapist in strengthening 
the muscles of the neck, chest, and upper back is important to achieve 
a basic readiness fo1" a more normal breathing pattern ·which vrill support 
speech efforts • i:'ihen the essential muscles are strengthened , a shift 
to more e2~ensive use of thoracic breathing can be encouraged through 
the use of a corset, w·hich resists the expansion of the abdominal area. 
A stiffening material (cardboard) cut to fit the anterior abdominal 
1/ 
wall and epigastric region often makes t:O.e corset more effective.-
Bill of Materials 
Part No~ Name of Part No. Required Uaterials Remarks 
1 Body 1 Heavy Denim 
2 Straps 5 Heavy Cloth 
3 Plated Buckles 5 Steel Slide Type 
Button 1 
J/ Ibid., P• 17. 
- 2-
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PERISTALTIC PATTERN: HODIFI ED NURSING BOTTLE 
The peristaltic activity ~r vrhich fluid is dra~-m (sucked) into 
t.he mouth is probably as basic a pattern for speech as reciprocation 
is for waJJdng. The cerebral palsied child has little opportunity to 
develop or use this fu_'Tldamental moveraent vmen food is "spooned or 
poured" into his throat while he is in a semi..;.reclining position. 
In this posi tj_on the tongue does 1 ; ttle more than to agitate food as 
it drops tonard the gullet . 
The illustrated modified nursing bottle places a premium on 
developing effective peristalsis, si. nee it can be used ":'ihile the child 
lies on his stomach. In t:b.j_s position the lip valving must be effective 
and the tongue activity good if food i s to be raised to the back of the 
mouth for swallmting. 
The use of t he modified nursing bottle enables t he p lacement of the 
child in a struggle posit.ion from ·which the peristaltic activity may 
emerge. Obviously , the child's food intake must not be limited to the 
~11ount he gets in this 1-;ay , but some feeding can be done daily to train 
1/ 
effective peristaltic movement.-
Part No. Name of Part 
1 Nursing Bottle 
2 Stopper 
3 Straw 
4 Tubing 
5 Nipple 
Y Ibid., P• 75 
Bill of Materials 
No. Required Materials 
l 
2 
2 
l 
1 
Glass 
Rubber 
Plastic 
Rubber 
Rubber 
Remarks 
Diameter to fit 
neck of bottle 
211 long 
2 1 long 
-31-
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TONGUE TIP CONTROL: TONGUE TIP STRAW 
One of the most basic movements in speech involves the elevation 
of the front and sides of the tongue in its adjustment vii th the 
alveolar border. Placing the plastic straw in the mouth as it is held 
in place by t he tongue, while the child blmvs or suclcs through the 
straw·, provides an exercise for this fundamental speech movement. 
Since it is important to encourage the elevation of the blade of 
the tongue separately from javr activity, the mouth should remain open. 
An eraser may be used to keep the mouth open if the child cannot elevate 
the tongue mthout elevating the jaw at the same time. 
This exercise should come rather late in the speech training 
sequence, certainly after considerable control over ora~ exhalation y 
has been accomplished. 
y Ibid., P• f15 
-33-
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LIP AND TONGUE ACTIVITY: BOTTLE STRliJI 
The bottle straw is another 11 transition11 device to facilitate an 
early transfer f r om bottle nursine to stra.:vr drinking. The use of the 
straw with the bottle aids in as sociation of the necessary sucking 
activity nith the straw and t his transfer of conditioning is again used in 
1/ 
the next step to ordinary straw drinking •-
Bill of Materials 
Part No. Name of Part N"o. Required. Materials Remarks 
1 Small nursing 1 Glass 
bottle 
2 Stopper 1 Rubber Dia.meter to fit 
3 Straw 
neck of bottle 211 long 
1 Plastic 
4 Nipple 1 Rubber 
y Ibid., p-;-67 
-35-
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NUHSING STRAW" 
Teaching a young child to suck through a strav·i has long been recog-
nized as an important phase in the muscle training for many cer ebral 
palsied ch..ildren. HoTrever it often has been difficult to start. 
The nursing straTr has been a useful device with children -.-rho have 
nursed from a bottle. The children are conditioned to sucking the 
nipple, so instead of simpl v letting an ordinary straw rest bet1·1een their 
lips vdth nothing happening, the youngsters ordinarily 11 go right to 
1Tork11 on the Dodified straw. The nipple may be cut away gradually until 
only the stopper remains on the straw. Finally the stopper may be 
removed. 
Since holding a small straw betvreen the lips ma;;r be difficult a t 
first for many children , the stopper on the strm:r ma.kes lip valving 
easier. Often it i s necessary to work dmm gr adually to the stra~·~ by 
using a succession of stoppers on the straw, each stravr being smaller in 
diruneter, thus gradually reducing the s izes until the lip activity is 
1/ 
efficient enough to use t he ordinary strmY.-
Bill of Materials 
Part No. Name of Part No. Required Materials Remarks 
1 Nipple 1 Rubber 
2 Stopper 1 Rubber DiaL'leter to fit nip-
ple appro:rimatelyl2 11 long 
3 Stra·w l PJa stic 
I_/ rbict., P• 69 
-37-
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TONGUE SPOONS 
In giving tongue exercises, it is f r equentlydii'ficult to let a child 
know just ·what is wc:mted. A less abstract way than mirror work or 
vel~bal expl anation t o give a child insight i s to have him push on the 
bouls of' modified plastic spoons. The therapist presses the tongue 
lightly v;ith the bonl of a spoon in a direction opposite t o the direction 
in Vihich the tongue should move . The child is instructed to 11push 11 the 
spoon easily 1-v-ith his tongue. The therapist guides the ton&"Ue by a 
light, resisting pres sure, not using enough pressure t o constitute a 
strengthening resistive exercise, but just enough pressure to serve as a 
guide for the moment. Different shapings· :of the spoons are achieved to 
1/ 
adapt them f or different aspects of the tongue.-
fLATTE:NEO PLASTIC SPOO~ 
WITH TIP CUT OFF 
- J9-
PLASTIC SPOO~ 
(SENT) 
II\ 
" \ I I ' I I \ 
I l l 
t I 1 
I I I 
I I I 
\V" 
PLASTIC SPOON 
(TWIST~O) 
bo"" I ~hc.~.pe:d 
.,.o -f',t "tonque. 
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FINGER COTS 
Finger cots are used ·whenever a mouth exploration is desired. Can 
also be useCI. to move the tongue in the direction the therapist Tiis hes 
the child to try . 
Chieftain latex are pure latex, amber in color, carefully manufactured 
to insm~e extreme sensi tivity yet. provide the strength necessary to 
viithstand many sterilizati ons . Comfortable fit, -,: ill not gap or lose 
1/ 
shape, even in strong, high teEtperature liquids.-
l1edium size. Packed in one gros s per box , 5/16 pound. 
No . 33841!. Chief tain Finger Cots - Per gross •••••••••••• ~:;1 . 20 
5 gross, per gross 1.10 
y Rehabilitation Froducts, 2020 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois., P • 140 
-hl-
Ti.JEEZERS FOR TOUGUE 
InstrQ~ents for manipulating and streng~hening the speech 
musculatt~e may be desi~1ed by an inventive speech clinician; or 
adaptions of other lilplements or tools may be used. For e:icample, a 
tY.-eezer for removing pin fea.thers from turkeys may be purchased in the 
houseT;ares department of a store and the jaYfS may be flattened. A 
smaller t weezer may be purchased in a drugstor e. To protect the 
child's tongue the clinician should place rubber tubing over the jaws 
1/ 
of the tweezers.-
1/ Rutherford, op.cit. P• 129. 
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RUTBERFOP..D SPEECH I NSTRUMENTS 
These speech instruments 1\·ere desi gned to enable the speech therapist 
to more cdequately assist in strengthening and developing desired 
motion of the speech musculature . The~· also provide protection i' or the 
therapist 's finger, particularly in vrorldng with persons who have cerebral 
palsy. 
The original intent ion ·was that the therapist or parent use the 
instrument. However, many children and adults who have cerebral palsy 
"1/ 
use them effectively during practice periods.-
l A and J.B are used f or strengthening the t i p of the tongue t:b.rough 
resistance ( movement is gained through use of small forceps). By putting 
either of these instruments over closed lips , t hrough resistance, they 
may be used in stren~chening of the lips. 
6\ and 2B are intended f or strengthening the right and left sides 
of the tongue and f or developi ng movement such as vddening and narrov:ing 
of the blade, and raising of sides of t ongue. The des i gn of these 
instr"l11'11ents enables the therapist to keep t hem on the tongue and avoids 
the contact rd.th the teeth. 
3 is used in development of upward movement of the tip of the tongue; 
also used f or strengthening through resistance. 
4 is used in developing the do-v~m:ard movement of the tip of the 
tongue; also used for strengthening the tip through resistance. 
~I ~bid ., P• 131 
~ Ibid ., P • 132 
-----------------------
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SA e~d SB are used to develop patient's aTiareness of tremors of 
tongue; to gain control of the t ongue; and through r esist ance, for 
strengthening the blade. Tvm sizes perr!lits adjusting size of instruments 
to size of mouth. 
6 also has t wo sizes of ball, (only one of rrhich is illustrated), 
which are used f or massaging pharyngeal -v-rall, soft palate, and tongue; 
for developing patient 1 s awareness ; f or developing strength through 
1/ 
resistance; 9~d for development of control of mova~ent of these parts .-
1/ Ibid., P• 133. 
-46- - . (, ===============~:~}X~~~AXS~~==: ~}:: SB 
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CORKS Al'ID RUBBER SPONGES 
Corks a."1d r ubber sponges of graduated sj_zes should be tied -rrith 
string long enough to give the child confidence that he will not swallow 
the cork or sponge. The string may be passed through the cork or tied 
"1/ 
tightly around t he piece of rubber sponge.-
J::./ Ibid.' p . 1:27 
CORK---~ 
' 
, 
I 
I 
1' 
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CLOWN PICTURES 
The assorted pictures representing facial and tongue postures 
provide stimulation for useful exercises. Motivation may be increased 
by providing lipstick and a hat and collar just like the clavm• s. In 
cases where these pictures promise to be helpful, particular pictures 
1/ 
are furnished to provide exercises t he child needs.-
1/ l.:l:anual of Cerebral Palsy Equipment, op. cit. P • 68 . 
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TOY DUCK 
There are many toys which could be utilized for motivation of 
lip and t ongue movement, and the illustrated toy duck is only one 
example. 
'l'he abilities to open an d close the mouth, to hold it open or 
closed ru1d to f ollow a patter n of successive openings and closings 
are essential motor sldlls f or the cerebral palsied child to learn. 
The illustrated cl.uck ·with the flexible bill constitutes an excellent y 
teaching device. 
y Ibid., P• !I9 
Boston Universi ty 
·school of ~duoation 
Library; 
-52-
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TOY CW1~N 
Nimble control of the tongue is important in good speech. The 
child may be helped to become avrare of his tongue, as TTell as to 
i mprove his tongue control, through imitating such toys as the 
illustrated clmm. Yfuen the lever is pressed, the clmm' s tongue is 
projected and the tongue is withdrarm when the lever is released. 
This toy can be used to stress either tongue projection or retraction, 
or patterns of alternate projection anc'l retraction with variable 
1/ 
timing.-
lf Ibid ., P• 119. 
-
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RELAYJ\.TION CF.AIR .. WITH ADJUSTABLE FOOTPJ!.'ST 
The solidly built relaxation chair (A) may be used for the 
severely handicapped cerebral palsied child. 
The hea~r runners extending forward and back give it stability. 
The solid side pieces attached to runners s hould be just high enough 
to support the child1 s forearms when his shoulders are relaxed. The 
seat should be narrow enough f or the side pieces to give finn support 
at the child1 s hips. Tvro vertical slots in the back allow space for 
supportive straps to go around the child's waist. A canvas headrest 
made like a pillowcase nay be sli:oJped over the uprights extending from 
the back of the seat. 
Four grooves spaced at t;;m inch intervals allov.- for inser-t.ion of a 
footrest, giving four adjustments. 
The illustration (B) shov.-s a locking device to keep f ootrest 
securely in place. 
Here, instead of grooves, four pairs of brackets are scre·wed to 
the inside of the loner pa.rt of the chair, and the footrest is placed 
on one pair of these. An auxiliary piece is attached to the right side 
of the lm·.rer part of the chair, and this fits into a slot on the 
fo otrest, se:cving as a 11 key" to keep it from slipping if the child 
hyper-extends his back, kicks or pushes with his feet. 
Any chair, which enables a child to sit with the optimum of canfort 
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and rela.Y..ation within the limits of -vrhat is required for his 
training program, offers a situation which is favorable for s~Jeech 
training . The speech therapist should get the advice of other 
therapists regarding the equipment and the use of equipment which 
will help to achieve postural adjustments in which speech training 
1/ 
can be given most effectively.-
Bill of :Materia.ls 
Part No~ Name of Part No. Required lT.taterials Remarks 
1 Bases 2 Wood 1 l/211x 2 1/211 :;c 27 11 
2 Si des 2 Wood 3/h11xl6 3/h11 Y..l.8 11 
3 Back 1 ;,7ood 3/411 xl0 l/211x36 11 
4 Footboard 1 Ylood 3/h11 x7 1j2nx11 1/L~n 
5 Seat 1 Wood 3/411xl0 l/211xl0 1/211 
6 Seat OVerlap 1 ·wood 3/!,.nxlo l/211 Jcl2 3/4" 
7 Locking Bar 1 Wood 3/LIIhrllhQ211 r -'\.- J 
8 Headrest 1 Preshrunk 
Duck Canvas 
];,/ Ibid., P• ~ 
USE ••oi'.H- -coo tc.tiws 
W ASSfMIILE CJ<Aie 
Rl>UNO OPP Al.l Sllotoa' 
~DGfS Allb CORI\flt~ 
2 turOUTS 1' "'lOa 
1'5" 1.01& 
loi---~ 
~---- ~~~,:;··---~ 
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REI.Ji ..... 'lliTION CHUR TRAY COkr:BINATION 
This chair v;ould seem to answer every seati.'Ylg proble.'!]l_ for the 
therapist. It has nineteen different seat positions from normal 
through 90° to an extreme jack l::nife angle . There are seventy different 
foot board positions. The entire chair reclines through a thirt~:-inch 
arc. Tra7 can be locked in a level position regardless of chair's 
inclination by side bolts. Each ad justment and position of chair 
instantly achieved vlith three levels. 
7iood parts are made of maple in a smooth natural blond finish, and 
all corners are rounded. AltLminum headrest laminated between foam 
rubber. Complete Yrith )n x 4n foam head rest; crotch and waist straps; 
padded seat board; rubber tread on foot board; ball bearing casters 
and instantaneous adjustment mechanism. Shipping weight aypro:ld:mately 
1/ 
fifth-eight pounds.-
Specifications: 
Seat Board - 12n ·v.r:i.cle by any depth specified. 
Back height above seat - 26. 11 
Tray - 24a x 30 11 ; Yi:i.th cut-out 6 1/211 x 9 11 or to specifications. 
Light vreight, durable tray top of l/2 11 plastic coated pl yuood 8 3/1.~ 
ponnd.s or 1/411 lacquered Birch or 5 l/4 pounds. (Please specify ) • 
No. 3100 - Relaxation Chair - Tray C omb:i..nat:i..on--------------~?:1.49. 50 
];_/ Rehabilitation Products, op. cit. P• 36 
·0-
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RE~~TION AID - BEAl~ Bft_G 
Bean bags have many uses in the treatment and training of the 
cerebral palsied child. They are excellent toys for piling , dropping , 
throwing and catching and in either simple or complicated games. 
Used on the hand or forearm, they can demonstrate loss of rela.:tr..ation. 
Used on the head, they can demonstrate loss of rel~cation or los s of 
balance. 
The cerebral palsied child is often taught head balance sitting in 
front of a mirror -,d.th a bean bag on his head so that he can see as 
w·ell as feel vrhich muscles he must learn to tighten ancl ,;;h.ich he must 
learn to relax. As he p rogresses, he can vmrk with the bean bag 
viithout the mirror. 
Shovr the patient t he 11 smiling11 side of the bean bag and place it 
on top of his head. \1hen the balance is lost and the bag falls off, 
show him the "surprised11 side. Replace it on his head, and tell him to 
try to :make the bean bag smile again by keeping it balanced. 
Directions: 1/l:al\:e an inner bag, one-half inch s maller than diagram, 
and fill 1-T.i..th dried beans. Outer covering can be removed easil~r f or 
frequent laundering. Make the outer cover ing of double thiclmess 
musl;n, 1'Iith the face design either embroidered or stencilled. 1\.llovT 
plenty of material for seams and stitch securely . The thinner and 
more flexible the bean bag , the easier it is to keep it balanced. As 
the child t s control i•·;rproves, the bag may be made plu;·n.per • 
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Beru1 bags having different facial e~Jressions, shapings of the 
~1ps and little protruding red tongues may be used to stimulate 
exercises for speech. The lip COI1figurations also may be used to 
suggest VNiel s otmds or eJq:Jres sions, as the rounded lips suggesting the 
1/ 
iYord 11 oh. 11 -
Part No. Ha1·ne 
1 Front 
2 Baclc 
3 Beans 
I Hair 4 
5 Face 
of Part 
Bill of Materials 
No. Reauired 
1 
1 
1 Cup 
Materials 
Muslin 
Muslin 
Dried Beans 
Yarn 
Embroidery 
Thread 
];,/ Nanual of Cerebral Palsy Equipment, op . cit. P• 80. 
Remarks 
Double t :b.iclmeffi 
Double thiclmess 
3-
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DIVIDED SANDfu'I.GS 
The divided sandbags may be rnde in various sizes. La . .rge ones, 
for use across the trunk, should be long enough to reach from the 
hip to near the ~~lla. The material between the sand- filled paxts 
should be wide enough to cover the trunk without pressure on chest 
and abdomen. Sandbags for legs should reach from lJ'l.icl-ca l f' to mid-thigh; 
those for the arms, from mid-upper to mid-lovrer arm. 
l:~easurements and weight on diagrar.o. are only suggested ones • 
A strong material such as duck or light-weight canvas is recommended . 
The sandbags are useful in helping a child feel secure on a treatment 
table. A small child v;ith heav-y- sandbags over his tl~unlc can safely be 
left tmattended for a few· minutes. The sa..'1dbag 1 s chief use is for 
stabilization and control of extremities. Many t~nes du_~ng table 
e;-;:ercises sandbags are an aid to relaxation in the athetoid. 
The speech therapist 1·dll find the c.ivic'.ed sandbag very important 
in stabilization for speech training . This type of sandbag may be 
1/ 
dressed up effectively as a pair of t Yi:Ln dolls or t -vrln animals.-
Y Ibid ., P• 83. 
APPROX. 
9' 
MATERIAL: CLOSELY WOVEN DUCIC 
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SANDBAG TOYS 
Speaking activity may trigger athetoid movements of the arms, 
shoulders , and head. Likm'lise, athetoid movements of the arms, 
shoulders and. neck may trigger movements of the tongue, jaw, face, and 
larynx. Consequentl y , stabilization of the head, arms , shoulders, and 
trunk may be highl,_v important in teaching speech. Sandbags, c ar.J.OuflagErl 
as toys , are ver;,r useful in such stabilization. 
Such toys may have a variety of forms • A doll 1 s head and arms may 
be attached to a sandbag -which is concealed b::" the doll 1 s full sld.rt. 
A fat, fluffy clovm may have a trunk stuffed with sand. Viooly animals 
may be stuffed 11rith sand or gravel. The top should represent a variety 
of shapes, sizes and v.reights • 
The 11 dressing up 11 of the sandbags is done to mal{e them more accept-
able and to furnish a "play- way" to blocki_ng out disturbing larger move-
ments v.nile finer coordinations of the speaking act are learned. A dog 
may be laid on a child's upper arm and shoulder. It is heavy enough to y. 
help lL~t extraneous movement. 
y Ibid., P • ll9 
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SPEECH AIDE 
Speech-aide's purpose is to demonstrate the inclividual 1 s 
pronunciation to him visually . This device enables him to discern 
whe·~her he is enunciat ing the complete word correctly or merely a 
fe-;; of its syllables. 
It consists of a clear plastic mouthpiece, tube and box containing 
brightly colored feathers. 
The subject speaks into the mouthpiece and, by watching the motion 
of the feathers, he can actually 11 see1 his pronunciation. He repeats 
the word until the .feathers react for him exactly as they do for the 
therapist. A very co:m;non error of the deaf is to slur over the 
final s yllables of their words. By vmtching the motion of the 
feathers, "Speech-Aide" helps correct this fault . 
Additional mouthpieces are available in five different colors y 
for easy identification. 
Cost of additional mouthpieces •••••••••••••••••••••• ~1.2.5 each 
Complete Speech-Aide •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3 • .50 
1/ 11Speech-Ai de 11 , the King Company , 4609 North Clark St:oeet, Chicago, 
'Illinois 
-7 
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PICTURE BOX 
Using the principle of the 11peep show," the picture box provides 
a different way of presenting a series of stimuli. Pictures might 
be 118.med and discussed b-:r the child, or, vlith less advanced children, 
they might be nc'Uned and discussed by the therapist to increase the 
children's interest and knowledge. ~-:: equences of pictures representing 
stories place a premium on sustained interest. Relating v-rhat vrill 
follow in familiar stories and anticipating v-rhat ·will follow in nel'l 
stories offer variations in the use of this device. 
y 
Bill of Materials 
Part No. ilfame of Part No. Required . Materials Remarks 
1 Box 
2 Rollers 
3 Washers 
4 Pins 
5 Picture Roll 
1 
2 
4 
4 
1 
Cardboard 
or wood 
1iiood 
Steel 
Steel 
Paper 
"};_/ Manual of Cerebral Palsy Equi pment, P• 76. 
1 1/211 diameter; 
21~ 11 long 
To fit rollers 211 o.D. 
1/8 11 diameter; 2"long 
911 ·wide; indefinite 
length. 
- 72-
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SPEECI-lld1\.STER 
The 11 Speeclnnaster11 is a life size model of a child1 s head made 
of clear lucite in which there is a mechanism operated by a set of levers 
at the back of the neck showing the position of the tongue in the 
production of non-visible sounds. 
The palate is made of clear lucite 1.v.ith a triangular piece in the 
position of the uvula which may be r aised or lo·rrered to show the 
movement of that o:cgan in the production of speech. The sponge rubber 
tongue is attached to the back of the mechanism. It can be raised 
at three points - the tip, blade, and back. The action of the tongue 
is directed ~r a set of levers which demonstrate the tongue positions 
for the production of the non-visible sounds. 
There are six levers at the back of the neck. Lever # 1 raises 
the tip of the tongue as in the production of T,D,L, and N. Lever # 2 
raises the blade of the tongue and is used with lever Ill to shovr the 
position for CH and J. Lever #3 raises the back of the tongue to 
form a closure 1.v.ith the palate shovdng the position of the tongue for 
K, G, and NG. Lever #4 raises the sides of tl_le blade of the tongue so 
as to make the closure with the palate as for R and together with lever 
//1 raising the tip of the tongue, it completes the positions for the 
initial R. S may be shown the sane way, nth only the slight raising 
of the tip of the tongue, and SH may be shoYrrl by pressing lever #2 
part way so as to raise the center of the tongue while in the S position. 
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Lever //5 raises and lowers the uvula so as to demonstrate the nasal 
sounds. Lever //6 is ID8.rked AIR. This lever sends a puff of air 
through a small tube Trhich has an opening near the lips. ;-1hen 
demonstrating the breath sounds, the child may feel the breath upon 
the release of the tongue positions. There is a small electric button 
on the side of the neck which is connected to a vibrator attached to a 
movable piece of plastic in the relative position of the larynx. The 
child feels the vibration in the plastic piece when demonstrating varied 
SOl.IDdSe 
T'ne 11Speechmaster11 is constructed so simply that there are no 
complicated parts to require servicing. It is built sturdily so that 
it may be placed in the hands of the child to operate >T.ithout fear of 
bree.king. 
The 11Speecbmaster11 captures the interest of the child i rrlln.ediately. 
He sees the action of the tongue for the first time and l.IDconsciously 
j nd tates the movements ·with P.is mm tongue. He also directs the action 
himself by operating the levers. 
The speech handicapped child becomes ve~f tense due to anxiety 
both in performance and in his effort to recall the directions given 
by the therapist. The nspeecbmaster11 becomes the third party in the 
situation uhile the therapist demonstrates and the child observes. 
The therapist knows what the child sees and the child lmov.'S what the 
therapist is taking about. '\!Then the child understands we can always 
hope and e::...'Jlect results. 
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The 11Speechmaster11 creates a ne11 interest in speech. The older 
child gains confidence becaus e it i s a tangible aid to their problems 
which become more embarrassing as they grow older • The young child is 
saved the unhappy situations of not understanding what is expected of 
J:./ 
him. 
Y The Speechmaster Company , 69 North Ninth St~~et, Newark 7, New Jersey 
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HEAJUNG TUBE 
The usual amount of sensory stimulation from light, sound and 
touch may not be sufficient to make sharp sensory in~ressions on 
the cerebral palsied child. The hearing tube is used to increase the 
energy of sound brought to the child' s ear, and to make particular 
auditory impressions, wl1..ich are critical at the moment in speech 
therapy, stand out clearly from other environmental sounds. The latter 
factor should sharpen t he focus on the most important sounds, eiTq?hasizing 
then above the ever present sound background. 
The earpiece is inserted into the ear of t he child ro1d the 
therapist's mouth is held close to the funnel. The child usually is 
shoYm pictures or objects and then he is able to observe the therapist's 
face as he says the appropriate names. People who have used this device 
stress the i mportance of proceeding slo~ly, allovdng several seconds to 
elapse betueen different stimuli. 
y 
Y Eanual of Cerebral Palsy Equipment, op. cit., p. 60 
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VISUAL CONTOO 1 - MIRIWR'3 
Being able to see Tihat is happening is a great aid to the cerebral 
palsier' patient when he is learning a new movement or trying to reduce 
or change movements. Illustrated is all adjustable mirror (on a standard ) 
which can be used 1vith single cases or small groups. 
Large mirrors in which t he subject can see r..imself completely are 
helpful viith mor e s evere involvement rrhen attempts are being made to 
control eA.'"traneous movements during speech. The larger mirrvrs IT'..a..y oo 
entirely too distracting to children who have perceptual problems. They 
often do better vd.th concave shavi_ng mirrors in Yrhich only one part of 
the face can be seen at one time. Paper forms can be pasted on small 
hand mirrors to block any other part other than what the therapist is 
1/ 
stressing in an exercise, as the lips or tongue.-
Bill of Materials 
Part No. Name of Part No. Reg,uired Materials Remarks 
1 Stand 1 Wooden 4611 high 
Standard 
2 Frame l Wood L~5"x23 11x2 1/211 
3 Hirror l Glass To fit frame. 
4 Knobs 2 Steel Standard screw 
adjustment 
5 Spacer Bars 2 Wood 45 1/211 long. 
A similal• adjustable mirror on stand can be purchased from Preston 
Corporation. Frame is 2411xh8 11 ; stand is 52 11 high. Natural YTood finish 
1 r:' t r:' y or any color of your choice. Ho. PC +79;; • •••••.••••••• ,~ 9;::~.00 
l_f Ibid., P • 70 
2/ Preston E uipment for Ph~ sical 1Iedicine and Rehabilitation, by 
J. A. Preston Corporation, 17 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, New York 
-00-
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s ...... '5. pa .. t- E>1 5f"C6:I ~~ 
inches o..FI't. 
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ELEV ATIUG SPEECH TABLE AND MI HROR, WALL MOUNTED 
The unit is bolted to the wall and the height of table and mirror 
are adjusted b-.:r a few turns of operating control. Table top is 2411x30" 
linoleum covered (or lacquered birch). Ylith or without cut.-out as 
1/ 
specified.-
PC 4800•••••••••••••••••••••·•$97.50 
y Ibid. 
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TRE.A.'ThlEN'"l' TABLE 
Table on vmich is done worl<: on svvallovd.ng and on control of tongue, 
soft palate, and throat muscles. This table has a half circle indent-
ation with an 811 radius cut into one side. The indentation enables the 
clinician to exert more uniform pres stu-e in the breathing therapy •. A 
drauer in the table at the right hand of the clinician makes it 
possible to have easily accessible to such supplies as cleansing tissue, 
towels, flash light, hand mirror, and head mirror. It is advisable to 
l~eep sterilized tongue blades, applicators, finger cots, corks and 
sponges in a sterilizer rather than to put these articles into the y 
dravrer. 
1/ Rutherford, op. cit., p . 127. 
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S'ffivMARY 
SUMMARY 
An intensive survey of the literature on speech therapy only 
proved hov few articles relating to specific utensils for use in speech 
therapy ~<lith cerebral palsied children have been written, and that 
there is no single source of information concerning the acquisition of 
available materials. 
Because the success of therap-i; vdth these children depends so 
greatly on the utilization of all available materials, I have endeavored 
to present a source book of such appliances. 
This paper has presented an index of thirty-one utensils vrhich are 
especially adapted for this use. They have been divided into four 
categories: ( 1) Voice, breath, Nasality Control; ( 2) lip and tongue 
control; (3) relaxation ai ds; (h) general speech aids. Each item has 
a detailed illustration, verba~ description, and either the price and 
source of purchase or complete directions on how the article could be 
constructed. 
If, through the results of this study , the speech therapist may 
achieve her ult5mate goal - that of lEste1Ling the cerebral palsy 
child's rehabilitation- then my purpose in presenting this index has 
been accomplished. 
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